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Portugal

RegiQP

Alentejo

Sub-regiQP

Vidigueira

ClassificaVKQP

DOC Alentejo

ClimaVG 

Vidigueira microclimate. Mediterranean climate with 

strong atlanticity as well as a continental infuence in 

Spring-Summer.
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5EJKUV

ProduEVKQP

10.000 DQVVNGU 

9KPGOCMGT 

Paulo Laureano 

VinificaVKQP

Once the selection and reservation of the vineyard sectors 

to be used exclusively for the Gáudio Reserva is 

accomplished, these are subjected to severe pruning in 

green, to limit a maximum harvest yield of 4.500KG per 

hectare. After the harvest the grapes are received at the 

winery in cold rooms and conditioned at 10ºC. After a 12 

hour exposure to this temperature, the grapes are 

processed, destalked and crushed and exclusively 

fermented in French oak vats. Once the alcoholic and 

malolatic fermentation is achieved, it is aged in new French 

oak barrels from Seguin Moreau (Medium Toast - Fine 

Grain) until bottling 13 months later. Bottle staging occurs 

for a minimum period of 16 months.
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6QVCN�UWICTU

0,9 g/dm3
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0QUG 

Elegant and refined with notes of spices, black 

fruits in jam , gently toasted flavours and hints 

of vanilla.

2CNCVG�CPF�(QQF�2CKTKPI 

A remarkable wine, full-bodied, balanced and

well-structured, with a truly pleasant and

lasting finish, marked by its irreverent, soft,

round tannins.This is an excellent wine for

grilled red meats, as well as game or typical

stew dishes.
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 Natural 

6 gr
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--- �120Cases per US pallet

 �35600291427270

92 points in Wine Enthusiast  
(April 2018 issue) 

Gold Medal at the Berliner Wein Trophy 2018Commended Medal at the 2018 
International Wine Challenge

Silver Medal at the 2018 Wines of 
Portugal Competition

Gold Medal at China Wine Awards 2018

17 pts by Julia Harding MW 
for Jancis Robinson

17 pts in Vinho Grandes Escolhas magazine




